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ll. ANALYSIS

OF PARAGRAPHS.

EXERCISE XL!"".

In the following paragraphs the student will determine
how the topic sentence is developed.
Opening, too, as we do, an asylum for strangers from every
portion of the earth, we should receive all with impartiality.
It should be our pride to exhibit an example of one nation,
at "least, destitute of national antipathies, and exercising Dot
merely the overt acts of hospitality, but those more rare and
noble courtesies which spring from liberality of opinion.-Englislt Writers on A merica.
How is the phrase, "receive all with luipnrtlality;'

developed?

Hence, their travels are more honest and accurate, the more
remote the country described. I would place implicit confidence
in an Englishman's description of the regions beyond the cataracts of the Nile; of unknown islands in the Yellow Sea; of the
interior of India i or of any other tract which other travellers
might be apt to picture out with the illusions of their fancies;
but I would cautiously receive his account of his immediate
neighbors, and of those nations with which he is in habit-s of
most frequent intercourse.
However I might be disposed to
trust his probity, I dare not trust his prejudices. - English
fJTriters on America.
She is like some tender tree, the pride and beauty of the
grove i graceful in its form, bright in its foliage, but with the
worm preying at its heart.
'Ve find it suddenly withering,
when it should be most fresh and luxuriant.
'Ve see it drooping its branches to the earth, and shedding leaf by leaf, until,
wasted and perished away, it falls even in the stillness of the
forest i and as we muse over the beautiful ruin, we strive in
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vain to recollect the blast or thunderbolt that could have smitten
it with decay. _ The Broken Heart. [The topic of this paragraph

is found in the preceding paragraph of the sketch.]
What is worst of all, is the effect which these pecuniary embarrassments and domestic feuds have had 011 tile poor man
himself. Instead of that jolly round corporation and smug rosy
face which he used to present, he has of late become as shrivelled and shrunk as a frost-bitten apple. His scarlet, gold-laced
waistcoat, which bellied out so bravely in those prosperous days
when he Hailed before the wind, now hangs loosely about him
like a mainsail in a calm. II is leather breeches are all in folds
and wrinkles, and apparently have much ado to hold up the
boots that yawn on both sides of his once sturdy legs.-John

Bull.
In travelling by land there is a continuity of scene and a.
connected succession of persons and iucideuts, that carry Oil the
story of life, and lessen the effect of absence and separation.
we drag, it is true," a lengthening chain," at each remove of our
pilgrimage; but the chain is unbroken: we can trace it back
link by link, and we feel that the last still grapples us to horne.
But a wide sea voyage severs ua at once. It makes us conscious
of being cast loose from the secure nuchorage of settled life, and
sent adrift upon a. doubtful world. 1t interposes a gulf, not
merely imaginary. but real, between us and our homes-a
gulf
subject to tempest and fear and uncerlainty, rendering distance
palpable, and return precarious. - The Voyage.
This paragraph, the second of the sketch, continues the topic
discussed in the first paragraph. what is the development used?
What does" but" show?
On entering, the eye is astonished by the pomp of architecture and the elaborate beauty of sculptured detail. The very
walls are wrought into universal ornament, incrusted with
tracery, and scooped iuto niches crowded with the statues of
saints and martyrs.
Stone seems by the cunning labor of the
chisel to have been robbed of its weight and density, suspended
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aloft as if by magic, and the fretted roof achieved with the
wonderful minuteness and airy security of a cobweb. - Westminster Abbey.
Compare" the pomp of architecture and the elaborate beauty
of sculptured detail 11 with what follows.
The effect of this devotion of elegant minds to rural occupations has been wonderful on the face 0,£ the country. A great
part of the island is rather level, and would be monotonous,
were it not for the charms of culture; but it is studded and
gemmed, as it were, with castles and palaces, and embroidered
with parks and gardens. It does not abound in grand and
sublime prospects, hut rather in little borne scenes of rural
repose and sheltered quiet.
Every antique farmhouse and
moss-grown cottage is a picture; and as the roads are continually winding, and the view is shut in by groves and hedges, the
eye is delighted by a continual succession of small landscapes
of captivating loveliness. - Rural Life in England.
Perhaps, through mistaken or .ill-d lrecbed hospitality, or from
the prompt disposition to cheer and couuteuanoa the stranger,
prevalent among my countrymen, they may have been treated
with unwonted respect in America; and having been accustomed all their lives to consider themselves below the surface
of good society, and brought Ull in a servile feeling of inferiority, they become arrogant on the common boon of civility;
they attribute to the lowliness of others their own elevation i
and underrate a society where there are no artificial distinctions,
and where by ttllY chance such individuals as themselves can
rise to consequence. - English Writers on America.
The author is trying to account for ~he prejudice of English
travellers. What is the mode of development he makes use of ?
James belongs to one of the most brilliant eras of our literary
history, and establishes the claims of his country to a participation in its primitive honors. 'Whilst a small cluster of English
writers are constantly cited as the fathers of our verse, the
name of their great Scottish compeer is apt to be passed over
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in silence; but he is evidently worthy of being enrolled in that
little constellation of remote but never failing luminaries who
shine in the highest firmament of literature, and who, like
morning stars, sang together at the bright dawning of British
poesy. - A Royal Poet.
But the grave of those we loved-what
a place for medita'tion I There it is that we call up in long review the whole
history of virtue and gentleness, and the thousand endearments
lavished upon us almost unheeded in the daily intercourse of
intimacy-there
it is that we dwell upon the tenderness, the
solemn, awful tenderness, of the parting scene. The bed of
death, with all its stifled griefs-its
noiseless attendance - its
mute, watchful assiduities. The last testimonies of expiring
love t The feeble, fluttering, thrilling - oh I how thrilling!pressure of the hand I The faint, Ialteriug accents, struggling
in death to give one more assurance of affection I The last
fond look of the glazing eye, turned upon us even from the
threshold of existence 1- Rural Funerals,
What are the subjects for meditation called up in review?
Notice especially the amplification of "the parting scene."
The members of a republic, above all other men, should be
candid and dispassionate. They are, individually, portions of
the sovereign mind and sovereign will, and should be enabled
to come to all questions of national concern with calm and unbiassed judgments.
From the peculiar nature of our relations
with England, we must have more frequent questions of a difficult and delicate character with bel' than with any other nation;
questions that affect the most acute and excitable feelings i and
as, in the adjusting of these, OUl' national measures must ultimately be determined by popular sentiment, we cannot be too
anxiously attentive to purify it from all latent passion or prepossession. _ English Writers 011 America.
How is the topic in the first sentence proved?
Let us not, then, lament over the decay and oblivion into
which ancient writers descend; they do but submit to the great
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law of nature which declares that all sublunary shapes of mat.
tel' shall be limited in their duration, but which decrees also
that their element shall never perish. Generation after generation, both in animal and vegetable life, passes away, but the
vital principle is transmitted to posterity, and the species COIltinue to flourish. Thus also do authors beget authors, and
having produced a numerous progeny, in a good-old age they
sleep with their fathers, that is to say, with the authors who
preceded them - and from whom they had stolen. _ 'Pile A7't
of Bookmaking.
A peculiar melancholy reigns over the aisle W1181'6 Marylies
buried. The light struggles dimly through windows darkened
by dust. The greater part of the place is in deep shadow, and
the walls are stained and tinted by time and weather.
A
marble figure of Maryis stretched upon the tomb, round which is
an iron railing, much corroded, bearing her national emblemthe thistle. I was weary with wandering, and sat down to rest
myself by the monumsut, revolving in my mind the chequered
and disastrous story of poor Mary. - We.~lminsler.A bbey.
What does the author adduce to show the" peculiar melancholy II?
Can anyone read this plain unvarnished tale without admiring the stern resolution, the unbending pride, the loftiness of
spirit, that seemed to ner-..:ethe hearts of these self-taught heroes
and to raise them above the instinctive feelings of human
nature?
When the Gauls laid wast-e the city of Rome, they
. found the senators clothed in their robes and seated with stern
tranquillity ill their curule chairs j in this manner they suffered
death without resistance or even supplication.
Such conduct
was, in them, applauded as noble and magnanimous j in the
hapless Indian it was reviled as obstinate and sullen! How
truly are we the dupes of show and circumstance I How different is virtue clothed in purple and enthroned in state from
virtue naked and destitute and perishing obscurely in a wilderness 1- Traits of Indian Character.
How does the author prove the Indians worthy of admiration?
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In a preceding paper 1 have spoken of all English Sunday in
the country, and its tmnquillizing effect upon the lasuiscape ; but
where is its sacred illfllwnce more strikiugly apparent than in
the very heart of that great Babel, Londou ? On this sacred
day the gigantic monster is charmed into repose. The intolerable din and struggle of the week are at all end. The shops
are shut.
The fires of Iorges and manufactories
are extinguished; and the sun, no 1011ger obscured by murky clouds of
smoke, pOUl'S down a sober, yellow radiance 111to the quiet
streets.
The few pedestrians we meet, instead of hurrying forward with anxious counteunnces, move leisurely alonu j their
brows are smoothed 11'0111 the wrinkles of business and care i
they have put on their Sunday looks and Sunday ruauuera with
their Sunday clothes, and are cleansed in mind as well as in
persou.c-czl Sunday 'in London.
In civilized life, where the happiness, and indeed almost the
existence of man, depends so much upon the opinion of his
fellow-men, he is constantly acting a studied part. The bold
and pecuhar traits of native character are refined away or
softened down by the levelling influence of what is termed
good-breeding i and he practises so many petty deceptions and
affects so many generalis sentiments for the purposes of popularity that it is difficult to distinguish his real from his artificial
character.
The Indian, on the cOlltraJ'lf, free from the restraints
and refinements of polished Life,and in a great degree a solitary
and independent being. obeys the impulses of his inclination or
the dictates of his judgment;
and thus the attributes of his
nature, being freely indulged, grow singly great and striking.
Society is like a lawn, 'where every roughness is smoothed,
every bramble eradicated, and where the eye is delighted by
the smil.iug verdure of a velvet surface i he, however, who would
study nature in its wildness and variety must plunge into the
forest, must explore the glen, must stem the torrent, and dare
the precipice. - Philip of Pokanoket,
The general mode of development used throughout is exemplified
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even in the comparison with which Irving characteristically brings
the paragraph to a close.
Of all the old festivals, however, that of Christmas awakens
the strongest and most heartfelt associations. There is a tone
of solemn and sacred feeling that blends with our conviviality,
and lifts the spirit to a state of hallowed and elevated enjoyment. The services of the Church about this season are extremely tender and inspiring. They dwell on the beautiful
story of the origin of our faith, and the pastoral scenes that
accompanied its announcement.
They gradually increase in
fervor and pathos during the season of Advent, until they break
forth in full jubilee all the morning that brought peace and
good-will to men. I do not know a grander effect of music on
the moral feelings than to hear the full choir and the pealing
organ performing a Christmas anthem in a cathedral, and
filling every part of the vast pile with triumphant harmony
~ Christmas.
The inversion in the first sentence is for the sake of continuity.
The second sentence paraphrases and defines the topic found in the
first sentence. What is the connection between the services of
the Cburcli II and the II heartfelt associations l' ?
II

The inscription on the tombstone has Dot been without its
effect. It has prevented the removal of his remains from the
bosom of his native place to Weetantuster Abbey, which was at
one time contemplated.
A few years since, also, as some laborers were digging to make an adjoining vault, the earth caved ill,
so as to leave a vacant space almost like an arch, through which
one might have reached into his grave. No one, however, presumed to meddle with his remains so awfully guarded by a
malediction i and lest any of the idle or the curious, or any collector of relics, should be tempted to commit depredations, the
old sexton kept watch over the place for two days, until the
vault was finished and the aperture closed again. He told me
that he had made bold to look in at the hole, but could see
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neither coffin nor bones-nothing
but dust. It was something,
I thought, to have seen the dust of Shakespeare.-Straiford-onAvon.
After all, thought I, may Dot this pilfering disposition be
implanted in authors for wise purposes j may it not be the way
in which Providence has taken care that the seeds of knowledge
and wisdom shall be preserved from age to age, in spite of the
inevitable decay of the works in which they were first produced?
'We see that nature has wisely, though whimsically, provided
for the conveyance of seeds from clime to clime in the maws of
certain birds; 80 that animals which in themselves are little
better than carrion, and apparently the lawless plunderers of
the orchard and the corn-field, are, in fact, Nature's carriers to
disperse and perpetuate her blessings. In like manner, the beauties and fine thoughts of ancient and obsolete authors are caught
up by these flights of predatory writers, and cast forth again to
flourish and bear fruit in a remote and distant tract of time.
Many of their works, also, undergo a kind of metempsychosis,
and spring up under new forms. "That was formerly a ponderous history revives in the shape of a romance, an old legend
changes into a modern play, and a sober philosophical treatise
furnishes the body for a whole series of bouncing and sparkling
essays. Thus it is in the clearing of our American woodlands;
where we burn down a forest of stately pines, a progeny of
dwarf oaks start up in their place j and we never see the prostrate trunk of a tree mouldering into soil, but it gives birth to
a. whole tribe of fungi. - The A1·t of Bookmaking.
He is given, however, to indulge his veneration for family
usages and family incumbrances to a whimsical extent. His
manor is infested by gangs of gypsies, yet he will not suffer
them to be driven off, because they have infested the place time
out of mind, and been regular poachers upon every generation
of the family.
He will scarcely permit a dry branch to be
lopped from the great trees that surround the house, lest it should
molest the rooks that have bred there for centuries. Owls have
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taken possession of the dovecote, but they are hereditary owls
and must Dot be disturbed.
Swallows have nearly choked up
every chimney with their nests, martins build in every frieze
and cornice, crows flutter about the towers and perch au every
weather-cock, and old gray-headed rats may be seen in every
quarter of the house running in and outof their holes undauntedly in broad daylight.
In short, John has such a reverence
for everything that has been long in the family' that he will not
hear even of abuses being reformed, because 'they are good old
family abuses. - John Bull.
How does the author develop" family usages and family incum,
brances II?
Study the vnriecy displayed in expressing the idea of

indulging

II

veneration for family usages."

EXERCISE XLV,

In the following paragraphs more than one mode of
development is used to amplify the topic.
I mention

this peaceful spot with all possible laud, for it; is
retired Dutch valleys, Iouud here and there em.
bosomed in the great State of New York, that populution,
manuel'S, and customs remain fixed, while the great torrent of
migration ami improvement, which is making' such incessant
changes in other parts of this restless country, sweeps by them
unobserved,
They are like those little nooks of still water
which border a rapid stream, where we may see the straw and
bubble ridiug quietly at anchor, or slowly revolving in their
mimic harbor, undisturbed by the rush of the passing current.
Though many years have elapsed since I trod the drowsy shades
of Sleepy Hollow, 'yet I question whether J should not still flud
the same trees and the same families vegetating in ita sheltered
bosom. - The Legend of Sleepy Holloio.
in such little

In the first sentence is found the topic, ,; Population, manner'S,
and customs remain fixed." What mode of development is used'
in the second and in the third sentence?
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We stigmatize the Indians, also, as cowardly and treacherous,
because they use stratagem in warfare ill preference to open
force j but in this they are fully justified by their rude code of
houor. They are early taught that stratagem is praiseworthy.
The bravest warrior thinks it no disgrace to lurk in silence and
take every advantage of his foe j he triumphs in the superior
craft and sagacity by which he has been enabled to surprise and
destroy an enemy. Indeed, man is naturally more prone to
subtlety than open valor, owing to his physical weakness in comparison with other animals. They are endowed with natural
weapons of defence c--wtth horns, with tusks, with hoofs, and
talons; but man has to depend on his superior sagacity. In all
his encounters with these, his proper enemies, he resorts to
stratagem j and when he perversely turns his hostility against
his fellow-man, he at first continues the same subtle mode of
warfare. - Traits of Indian Character.
The topic is stated in the first sentence.
Because" might be
inserted before the second and third sentence. What mode of development, therefore, is used to prove the Indians are justified?
Notice in the fourth sentence, "in comparison.
Examine carefully the various ways in which" to use stratagem" is expressed.
II

H

From the listless repose of the place and the peculiar character of its inhabitants, who are descendants from the original
Dutch settlers, this sequestered glen has long been known by
the name of "Sleepy Hollow," and 'ita rustic lads are called the
" Sleepy Hollow Boys" throughout all the neigh boring country.
A drowsy, dreamy influence seems to hang over the land and to
pervade the very atmosphere.
Some say that the place was bewitched by a High German doctor during the early days of the
settlement; others, that an old Indian chief, the prophet or
wizard of his tribe, held his powwows there before the country
was discovered by Master Hendrick Hudson. Certain it is. the
place still continues under the sway of some witching power
that holds a spell over the minds of the good people, causing
them to walk in a continual revery.
They are given to all
kinds of marvellous beliefs, are subject to trances and visions,
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and frequently see strange sigh ts and hear music and voices in the
air. The whole neighborhood abounds with local tales, haunted
spots, and twilight euperatit.ions i stars shoot and meteors glare
oftener across the valley than in any other part of the country,
and the nightmare, with her whole ninefold, seems to make it the
favorite scene of her gu.mbols. - The Legend of Sleepy Hollow:
The topic is suggested in the first sentence and expressly stated
in the second sentence. The aULllOI'says

t,

causes them to walk in a conunual revery.
therefore,

ways.

some witching power"

The dreamy influence,

comes from Lbe witclLing power and shows itself in various-

What. are the modes of development?

On returning to my inn, T could not but reflect on the singular gilt of the poet; to be able thus to spread the magic of his
mind over the very face of nature. to give to things and places
a charm and character Hot their OWIlI and to turn this" work.
ing-day world" into a perfect fairy-lewd.
He is indeed the
true enchanter, whose spell operates, not upon the senses, but
lIPOIl the imagination
and the heart.
Under the wizard influence of Shakespeare L had been walking all day in a complete
delusion.
1 had surveyed the landscape through the prism of
poetry which tinged every ohject with the hues of the rainbow.
[ had been surrounded with Inncied beings, with mere airy
nothings conjured up by poetic power, yet which to me had all
the charm of reality.
I had heard Jaques soliloquize beneath
his oak, had beheld the biro Rosalind and her companion adventuring through the woodlands, and above all had beeu once
more present in spirit with fat Jack Falstaff and his contemporaries, from the august Justice Shallow down to the gentle Mastel' Slender and the sweet Aline Page.
Ten thousand honors
and blessings on the bard who has thus gilded the dull realities
of life with innocent illusions, who has spread exquisite and unbought pleasures in Illy chequered path, and beguiled my spirit
in many a lonely hour with all the cordial aud cheerful sympathies of social life 1- .~
fl'ntjill'd-on·A von.
The topic is stated in 111(' first sentence. Notice the variety of
ways in which the author expresses the thought, "to spread the
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magic of his mind over the very face of nature."
What kind
of development does he use?
Compare" fancied beings" with
I' Jaques,"
o Roaaltnd;" etc. In the third sentence will be found
an example of inversion for t.he sake of continuity.
Perhaps the continual contemplation of the character thus
drawn of them has contributed to fix it upon the nation, and
thus to give reality to what at first may have beeu painted in a
great measui-e Iroiu the imagination.
Men are apt to acquire
peculiarities that are continually ascribed to them. The COI1lman orders of English seem wonderfully captivated with the
beau 'ideal which they have formed of John Bull, and endeavor
to act up to the broad caricature that is perpetually before their
eyes. Unluckily, they sometimes make their boasted Bull-ism
an apology for their prejudice or grossness ; and this I have
especially noticed nmong those truly home-bred and genuine
SOilS of the soil who have never migrated
beyond the sound of
Bow-bells. If one of these should be a little uncouth in speech
and apt to utter impertinent truths, he conlesses that he is a
real John Bull uud always speaks his mind. If he now and
then flies into an unreasonable burst of passion about trifles,
he observes that John Bull is a choleric old blade, but then
his passion is over in a moment and he beurs no malice. If
he betrays a coarseness of taste and an iuseusibility to foreign
reflnemeuts,
he thanks Heaven for his ignorauce-c- he is a
plain John Bull and has no relish for frippery and knickknacks.
His very proneness to be gulled by strangers and to
pa.y extravagunbly for nbsurditiee is excused under the plea of
munificence ~ for John is always more generous than wise.
-Jolm Bull.
The topic is stated in the first sentence. The two following sen
tences tell us why the character of John Bull has been fixed upon
the nation.
What., therefore, is the development used?
The
author mentions some of the peculiarities of Bull-ism. What is
the mode of development?
The end of the paragraph furnishes
an example of a number of sentences having a common bearing.
They are, for this reason, constructed alike ann dispense with connectives. This is called parallel con~truction.
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"Yes," resumed I, positively, "a poet; for of all writers he
has the best chance for immortality.
Others may write from
the head, but he writes from the heart, and the heart will always
understand him. He is the faithful portrayer of nature, whose
features are always the same and always interesting.
Prose
writers are voluminous and unwieldy j their pages are crowded
with commonplaces, and their thoughts expanded iuto tediousness. But with the true poet everything is terse, touching, or
brilliant.
He gives the choicest thoughts in the choicest language. He illustrates them by everything that he sees most
striking in nature and art. He enriches them by pictures of
human life, such as it is passing before him.
His writings,
therefore, contain the spirit, the aroma, if I may use the phrase,
of the age in which he lives. They are caskets which enclose
within a small compass the wealth of the language - its family
jewels, which are thus transmitted in a portable form to posterity. The setting may occasionally be antiquated, and require
now and then to be renewed, as in the case of Chaucer j but the
brilliancy and intrinsic value of the gems continue unaltered.
Cast a look back over the long reach of literary history. What
vast valleys of dulness filled with monkish legends and academical controversies I 'Vhat bogs of theological speculations I
What dreary wastes of metaphysics J Here and there only do
we behold the heaven-illumined bards, elevated like beacons on
their widely separate heights, to transmit the pure light of poetical intelligence from age to age." - The Mutability of Literature.
The topic is stated in the first sentence.

EXERCISE

XLVI.

The following paragraphs are rather regular in construction and may be analyzed as the paragraph on page
88 or on page 132.
The nature of the contest that ensued was such as too often
distinguishes the warfare between civilized men and savages.

J
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tr,e

On
part of the whites it was conducted with superior skill
and success, but with a wastefulness of the blood and a disregard of the natural rights of their antagonists; on the part of
the J ndians it was waged with the desperation of men fearless
of death, and who had nothing to expect from peace but humiliation, dependence, and decay. - Philip of Pokxmoket.
There was a delicious sensation of mingled security and awe
with which I looked down from my giddy height, on the monetere of the deep at their uncouth gambols: shoals of porpoises
tumbling about the bow of the ship; the grampus slowly heaving his huge form above the surface; or the ravenous shark
dartiug like a spectre through the blue waters.
My imagination
would conjure up all that I had heard or read of the watery
wadi beneath me j of the finny herds that roam its fathomless valleys; of the shapeless monsters that lurk among the
very foundations of the earth j and of those wild phantasms
that swell the tales of fishermen and sailors. - The Voyage.
-I'he student should examine the context of this paragraph and
state Its topic. The main divisions of the analysis will be what the
writer saw and what he imagined.
'I'Le family meeting was warm and affectionate.
As the
evening was far advanced, the squire would 110t permit us to
char-ge our travelling dresses, but ushered us at once to the
company, which was assembled in a large old-fashioned hall.
","twas composed of different branches of a numerous family
connection, where there were the usual proportion of old uncles
and aunts, comfortable married dames, superannuated spinsters,
blooming country cousins, half-fledged striplings, and brightey-ed boarding-school hoydens. They were variously occupied:
some at a round game of cards, others conversing around the
fu eplace ; at one end of the hall was a. group of the young folks,
some nearly grown up, others of a more tender and budding age,
fully engrossed by a merry game j and a profusion of wooden
horses, penny trumpets, and tattered dolls about the floor showed
traces of a. troop of little fairy beings, who, having frolicked

J
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through a happy day, had been carried off to slumber through
a peaceful night.- Christmas Eve.
Notice" composed

11

and" occupied."

How much, thought T, has each of these volumes, now thrust
aside 'v-Ith such indifference, cost some aching head! how many
weary days J how many sleepless nights I How have their
authors buried themselves in the solitude of cells and cloisters,
shut themselves up from the face of man and the still more
blessed face of nature, and devoted themselves. to painful research and intense reflection!
And all fur tdwt'! to occupy an
lI10h of dusty shelf-to
have the titles of their worksread now
and then ill a future age by some drowsy churchman or casual
straggler Iike myself j and in another age to be lost even to
remembrance.
Such is the amount of this boasted immortality,
A mere temporary rumor, a local sound ; like-the tone of that
bell which has just tolled among these towers, filling the ear for
a moment--lingering
transiently in echo-and
then passing
away like a thing that was not. - The AIl/lability of Litenuure.
For the main divisions of the paragraph, see the italicized words.
The definition of immortality is deserving of study.
The English, in fact, are strongly gifted with the rural feeling. They possess a quick sensibility to the beauties of nature
and- a keen relish for the pleasures and employments of the
country. This passion seems inherent in them. Even the inhabitants of cities, born and brought up among brick walls and
bustling streets, enter with facility into rural habits, and evince
a tact for rural occupation. The merchant has his snug retreat
in the vicinity of the metropolis, where he often displays as
much pride and z8..'11
in the cultivation of his flower-garden and
the maturing of his fruits, as he does in the conduct of his business and the success of a commercial enterprise .. Even those
less fortunate individuals who are doomed to pass their lives in
the midst of din and traffic, contrive to have something that
shall remind them of the green aspect of nature.
In the most
dark and dingy quarters of the city, the drawing-room window
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resembles frequently a bank of tlowers ; every spot capable of
vegetation has its grass-plot and flower-bed; and every square
its mimic park, laid out with picturesque taste and gleaming
with refreshing verdure. - R'U1'(tl Life in E1lglalld.
The first sentence is the topic sentence. The topic is defined
aud repeated in the next two sentences. For the analysis, consider
who, in particular, have the rural feeling, and how they show it.
Another ground of violent outcry against the Indians is their
barbarity to the vanquished.
This had its origin partly in
policy and partly iu superstibiou.
The tribes, though sometimes called nations, were never so formidable in their numbers
but that the loss of several warriors was sensibly felt. This
was particularly the case when they had been frequently engaged
in warfare; and many an instance occurs in Indian history,
where a tribe that had long been formidable to its neighbors
has been broken up and driven away by the capture and massacre of its principal fighting men. There was a strong temptation, therefore, to the victor to be merciless; not so much to
gratify any cruel revenge, as to provide for future security. The
Indians had also the superstitious belief, frequent among barbarous nations and prevalent also among the ancients, that the
maces of their friends who had fallen in battle were soothed by
the blood of the captives.
The prisoners, however, who are not
thus sacrificed, are adopted into their families in the place of
the slain, and are treated with the confidence and affection of
relatives and friends j nay, so hospitable an...
d tender is their
entertainment,
that when the alternative is offered them, they
will often prefer to remain with their adopted brethren rather
than return to the home and the friends of their youth. - Traits
of Indian Character.
The main divisions of the paragraph are indica.ted in the second
sentence.

